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Dear Customers

In many ways 2021 has been a 
breath of fresh air compared to last 
year. Although COVID-19 is still very much 
with us, we have learnt to adapt and our businesses and lives 
have regained a greater, and much-needed, degree of 
normality as a result.

We’re more appreciative of what we once took for granted, 
of being able to meet one another and network. Bell has 
always valued face-to-face contact to forge and build 
relationships and it was magical to have a round of golf in 
October with customers from our central region. And our 
coastal region enjoyed hosting customers at open days in 
Cape Town a few months ago. We look forward to many 
more such events in 2022.

Other exciting developments during the year included the 
launch of several new products. Our Bell Series V Haulage 
Tractor with its updated drivetrain has been well received. 
We’ve embraced digital solutions with a fully integrated used 
equipment portal on our Bell Global website. Both products 
are featured in this magazine.

This edition also includes the first of our JCB customer stories 
following the successful introduction of the JCB range of 
equipment in May. Significant investment in time and 
resources has ensured adequate parts inventory, stockholding 
and training of sales and support staff throughout our South 
African network. This partnership is proving to be a good fit for 
our business, and we welcome JCB customers to our Bell 
family.

As we approach 2022 we find ourselves facing a global 
logistics challenge, and we remember the events that upset 
our country this year – civil unrest, port and power disruptions. 
These have all highlighted the need for resilience and flexibility 
in both our supply chain and in our ability to support customers.

Be assured that we are focused on these areas because it is 
of upmost importance to our business that our customers 
around the world can have trust in our ability to support them 
regardless of local, regional or global events.

We wish you a safe and peaceful festive season and look 
forward to being of service in the New Year.

Yours sincerely

Leon Goosen
Group Chief Executive

Cover picture: Knickelbein Construction 
has extensive experience with JCB 
Backhoe Loaders and is pleased that 
Bell Equipment South Africa is the new 
JCB dealer. Read more on page 8.
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Benhaus realises the benefits Benhaus realises the benefits 
of its Bell B60E fleetof its Bell B60E fleet The way chrome ore bodies are mined presents its 

own challenges as reefs often dip sharply, which 
makes for longer and steeper ramps. Here a 
haulage vehicle’s durability is tested to the limit 
and additional traction helps to extract the 
maximum life from a tyre, an important and 
expensive part of any yellow machine haulage 
fleet, as a well-established Rustenburg-based 
contract mining company has discovered.

Benhaus Mining Services originally started out as a 
transport company when Ben Botha founded the 
company back in 1969 hauling mainly sand and 
coal. Successful forays into civil construction 
followed but the company found its niche in the 
mid-1990s when it unbundled from a partnership 
structure to focus on opencast mining services in 
especially chrome mining and later limestone, 
gold, platinum and coal.

“We’re a modern South African company and 
proud of our strong Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment component,” says Herman Botha, 
the company CEO. His father, Ben, still acts as an 
advisor supporting Gustav Heuer and Themba 
Khumalo, who along with Herman, make up the 
Benhaus Mining Services’ management team.

“The backbone of our tasks as a mining services 
company lies in the load and haul of topsoil, 
overburden and whatever ore is specifically 
mined,” Herman explains. “All haulage vehicles 
such as articulated dump trucks (ADTs) and rigid 
dump trucks (RDTs) have a certain lifespan but 
due to economic conditions, we’ve changed our 
replacement policy to now run especially ADTs to 
between 16 000 and 18 000 hours before 
considering replacing them.”

Benhaus Mining Services has for many years relied 
on ADTs supplied by Bell Equipment and has a fleet 
of Bell B20, B40 and B50 ADTs. With 10 Bell Graders 
and eight Bell Wheel Loaders, Benhaus’ yellow Bell 
fleet numbers almost 80 machines.

“Late in 2020, when we decided on replacing 
some older ADTs, we were intrigued by Bell 
Equipment’s revolutionary Bell B60E 4x4 ADT with its 
two axles instead of the traditional three-axled 
trucks,” Herman says. “We spoke to our Bell 
Equipment Sales Representative in Rustenburg, 
Deon Swart, and he arranged for us to get a Bell 
B60E ADT as a demonstration model. During the 
two months that we used it on an opencast 
chrome mine we were astounded by many of its 
features and its performance.”

Mining chrome from opencast pits in South Africa’s North West and Limpopo provinces calls for durability 
– durable mining methods, durable people and, above all, durable haulage equipment because this 
dense and abrasive material quickly shows up any weaknesses.

From left to right: Deon Swart (Bell Equipment Sales Representative), Herman Botha (Benhaus CEO), 
Gustav Heuer (Benhaus COO) and Gerald Lottering (Bell Rustenburg Branch Manager).
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The Bell B60E ADT is designed to be a crossover of 
a traditional ADT and an RDT. The most obvious 
sign of this is the single rear axle that allows much 
tighter turning circles, which according to Herman 
Botha and his company’s COO, Gustav Heuer, is a 
major plus point in some narrow mining pits. 

As with a traditional ADT, an oscillation joint keeps 
all the wheels in contact with the ground for 
consistent all-wheel drive traction, but with the 
centre axle missing there is almost no scuffing on 
the rear tyres, which means extended tyre life. 
During an unusually wet summer, the Bell B60E ADT 
has proven itself to outperform rigid trucks, 
comfortably operating in slippery underfoot 
conditions where 6x6 traction is normally non-
negotiable. 

“We’re confident that this feature will save us 
money in the long run as tyres are an expensive 
cost factor in the life of any truck,” says Gustav. 
“Another big selling point for us is the B60E’s flat-
bottomed bin of 35 cubic metres that resembles 
that of a rigid truck in its dimensions and geometry, 
making it fully compatible with existing loading 
equipment to provide an ideal 2:1 heap of coarse 
blasted material.”

The Bell B60E ADT also boasts many safety features 
such as Hill Assist, Tip Safe, downhill speed control 
and automatic traction control. Other standard 
features include auto-greasing, onboard 
diagnostics and a rearview camera. Benhaus 
Mining Services had chosen to upgrade the Bell 
Fleematic® monitoring system to the Premium 

package, which provides comprehensive 
feedback on operator and machine performance 
over a five-year period.

“An important item in lowering our production 
costs concerns fuel burn and here we can happily 
report that the Bell B60E ADT is definitely lighter on 
fuel than its rigid truck counterparts whilst carrying 
the same payload,” Herman adds. “The B60’s 
consumption is between 26 and 28 litres an hour 
while carrying a 55-tonne payload over haul 
distances measuring between 500 metres and 2km 
in one direction, and this we find very pleasing.”

Demonstrating features of any equipment is one 
thing but Benhaus Mining Services put its money 
where its collective mouth is. After being so 

impressed with the performance of the 
demonstration model Bell B60E ADT, the company 
included it in the purchase of a fleet of six trucks of 
which three were delivered at the end of 2020 and 
three more in February 2021.

Herman Botha has the last word when he says: 
“We’re very pleased with our decision to buy this 
fleet of what we believe are more versatile 
haulage trucks that will initially carry more 
overburden than chrome ore. The Bell B60E ADT is 
packed with innovation, competitively priced and 
its performance makes us confident that this 
combination will bring lasting returns for us and our 
customers alike.” 
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“During an unusually wet summer, the Bell B60E ADT has 
proven itself to outperform rigid trucks, comfortably 

operating in slippery underfoot conditions where 
6x6 traction is normally non-negotiable.”

Herman Botha
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Adrian Knickelbein believes the easiest machine to sell out of hand to an eager pre-owned market is a 
used JCB Backhoe Loader as such machines, particularly those he has owned, sell themselves.

As someone who has owned various JCB 3CX and 
3DX Backhoe Loader models since 2009, Adrian 
should know. But let us take you back to where 
Adrian’s working life first started.

“I came into construction and plant hire almost by 
accident as my late father, Gerald, who had 
started the business here in Fort Beaufort, passed 
away in 1992, the year I was in matric,” Adrian 
says. “I had learnt a lot from him while I was still at 
school and worked with him most afternoons and 
during school holidays.”

Knickelbein Construction has built a reputation as 
a company that delivers construction projects of 
high quality whether it be in the domestic housing 
market or commercial buildings. Adrian and his 
team also do civil construction and have assisted 
many of the farmers in the greater Amatole District 
with the construction of dams, culverts, drainage 
canals, pipelines and roads.

“When I started out in the early 1990s there were 
no plant hire companies in this area and when I 
came across a used backhoe loader in 1996 I 
bought it even though it had no cab and was not 
nearly as sophisticated as the current machines 
are,” Adrian recalls. “A year or two later I found 
another used machine at an auction in Bathurst, 
close to Port Alfred, and having bought it I 
promptly drove it back to Fort Beaufort, a distance 
of some 140km and arrived home at 2am!”

Adrian’s enthusiasm for his business is infectious 
and it is clear why he and his business have 
become an institution in this community. “This 
community has supported us over many years, 
and you cannot turn away even the smallest of 
building assignments, no matter how much other 
work you have,” he says. 

By 2009 Adrian’s older backhoe loaders had run 
their respective courses and he urgently needed 
to replace them. He found a used JCB 3CX 
Backhoe Loader with low hours and subsequently 
bought it. “I had heard a lot about JCB Backhoe 
Loaders by that stage and, with only 2 000 hours 
on its clock, this machine seemed worthwhile, and 
it proved to be exactly that,” he says. “When we 
weren’t using the machine levelling sites, 
demolishing old buildings, loading trucks or digging 
trenches for services and foundations, we hired it 

Long-standing JCB owner 
happy with new Bell 
arrangement
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Adrian Knickelbein (left) with Anthony Enslin, Bell Sales Representative.

out to local farmers on a plant hire basis and this 
has proved profitable for us, creating a market 
that would keep on paying dividends.”

Work on farms, especially on the many citrus farms 
in the area, saw the JCB 3CX used for digging 
trenches for irrigation pipelines and doing bush 
clearing for new orchards. 

A visit to the Bathurst Agricultural Show in 2013 
turned out to be advantageous to both the JCB 
stand and Adrian as he bought two new JCB 3DXs 
at a ‘show special’ discounted rate on the day 
and a similar third machine a while later.
“We were by then well-established as a plant hire 
company too and there was constant demand, 
especially from the citrus farmers, which meant 
that having the three new JCB 3DX Backhoe 
Loaders made sense,” he explains. “A customer 
expects that equipment he rents will provide 
maximum uptime while on his site and that’s the 
confidence that new machines constantly 
provide.” 

Knickelbein Construction’s JCB 3DXs are hired out 
on wet rates as Adrian is concerned about diesel 
quality, but farmers generally prefer supplying their 
own fuel as they receive a rebate on diesel. A 
recent request from a citrus farmer saw Adrian 
attach a long ripper tooth to the backhoe of a 
JCB 3DX to create a furrow of approximately 

700mm deep next to the tree stem into which 
fertilizer would be poured to aid diseased trees.

“I’ve never bought a JCB Backhoe Loader with an 
extended warranty as they don’t need it, such is 
the quality of the machine’s design and build,” he 
adds. “When the machine is out of warranty, I 
maintain it myself over the weekend as we don’t 
employ a mechanic, but when any bit of plant 
reaches 8 000 hours or more it should be sold, and 
this is where I’ve found that the JCB Backoe 
Loaders that I’ve owned have been really easy to 
sell.”

When Adrian needed a new JCB 3DX in mid-2021 
he turned to Anthony Enslin, whom he has known 
and dealt with for many years. “I was happy to 
hear that Anthony, who has so much experience 
with JCB equipment, was now working with Bell 
Equipment and even more so that an established 
South African company such as Bell Equipment, 
with a proven wide footprint, was the agent for 
JCB equipment,” he says. “We took delivery of a 
brand new JCB 3DX in mid-July and it has been 
put to work straight away, working on a farm 
where it was cleaning out a dam.”

Knickelbein Construction employs 25 full time staff 
and also owns two excavators, two graders, some 
tipper trucks, a bulldozer and a skid-steer loader.

S o u t h  A f r i c a

Proudly selling
& supporting

Hydraulic pumps

Radiators

Engines

Axles

Cylinders

Transmissions
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When an experienced and knowledgeable physical asset manager for a leading supplier of construction 
materials, commodities and mining contracting services tells you he is excited about the upgrades to an 
excavator model range that has already built an impressive performance record, it is a good idea to sit 
up and take notice.

The fact that this excavator, despite its 52-ton 
operating weight, is still considered to be compact 
enough to be nimble in tight loading zones and 
unstable underfoot conditions, such as working on 
blasted rock, makes it a sought-after machine to 
work with by its operators.

But before we put the proverbial cart before the 
horse, let us introduce you to the excavator’s 
owners. The group now known as Afrimat (Pty) Ltd 
came into existence out of a merger of Lancaster 
and Prima Klipbrekers. Afrimat listed on the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange in November 2006 
and has seen consistent and diversified growth 
ever since.

As a young company with a proven pedigree, 
Afrimat first and foremost built its name supplying 
construction products such as aggregates, ready-
mixed concrete, bricks and blocks, building and 
road lime, clinker and silica. It owns and operates 
quarries in every province except the North West. 
Industrial minerals have been a welcome addition 
to its offerings with popular products being 
limestone and lime, animal hygiene lime and 
metallurgical calcite and dolomite. 

As it is well-versed in quarrying, which really is a 
form of mining, Afrimat has a contract mining 
division that offers a full bouquet of services from 
drilling and blasting, mobile crushing, screening, 
bid preparation and contractual services. 

With this mining experience in its portfolio, Afrimat 
confidently entered the field of supplying bulk 
commodities when it acquired the Demaneng iron 
ore mine which is situated close to Kathu in the 
Northern Cape.

Adriaan Lategan is the group’s Physical Asset 
Manager Lead and a man who knows most of 
what there is to know about the yellow (and now 
turquoise) earthmoving and haulage machines 
that Afrimat owns. “We have a long-standing 
relationship with Bell Equipment and, as a valued 
supplier, the company’s products adhere to the 
levels of quality we demand in terms of our ISO 
55000 standard,” he tells us. “This relationship goes 
back a long way as our founding quarries all 
successfully ran Bell Wheel Loaders and Articulated 
Dump Trucks (ADTs) across many of the ranges 
and sizes and still do to the present day.”

New Kobelco SK520XDLC 
keeps Afrimat’s six B45Es busy 
at iron ore mine

Adriaan Lategan, Afrimat’s Physical Asset Manager Lead.

“This Kobelco’s performance is impressive and 
as a versatile tool that can be used for ancillary tasks 

such as feeding material into the processing plant and 
maintaining infrastructure, we’ll certainly look to buy

 more such excavators.”
Adriaan Lategan
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According to Adriaan, Afrimat’s policy regarding 
excavators sees them buying machines of 35-tons 
and the next step up from that, meaning 
machines in the 48 to 55-ton range. “We already 
own two Kobelco SK500 50-ton machines and they 
have really proved their worth to us,” Adriaan says. 
“At our Demaneng iron ore operation we needed 
an additional loading tool that could also be used 
for maintaining infrastructure, something that the 
bigger 80-ton machines we deploy, can’t 
economically do.” 

“After an in-depth consultation with Bell 
Equipment’s Sales Representative, Sascha 
Caixeiro, we ordered a Kobelco SK520XDLC 52-ton 
Excavator that was delivered to us in January 2021 
and added to the fleet of six Bell B45E ADTs we run 
on the Demaneng iron ore site.”

Afrimat has long since valued the peace of mind 
that an extended warranty to 6 000 hours on the 
wet drive train of any machine gives, and this 
Kobelco SK520XDLC is no exception. All servicing 

under this warranty is done by mechanics from Bell 
Equipment’s branch in nearby Kuruman. “Bernard 
Niemand and his team are prompt in their 
responses to us and parts availability is never a 
problem,” Adriaan says. 

The Kobelco SK520XDLC Excavator is traditionally 
fitted with a 3,4 cubic-metre bucket but as the iron 
ore is so dense (showing a specific gravity of 
around 2,6) the standard bucket has been 
swapped for one slightly smaller at 2,6 cubic 
metres.

“We’ve been quite excited to see the Kobelco 
SK520XDLC perform as its hydraulic flows have 
been markedly improved over its 50-ton 
predecessors, which weren’t bad, and it shows in 
its production rate,” Adriaan explains. “Despite its 
mass at 52 tons the machine is still quite compact, 
and our operators enjoy this as it’s easier to 
manoeuvre especially when working on blasted 
ore and close to high walls in our narrower mining 
areas.”

When we visited the Demaneng mine the Kobelco 
SK520XDLC was being used in-pit to load 40-ton 
ADTs with blasted ore and there were no queueing 
trucks. Even at this rate, the Kobelco returns fuel 
consumption figures of between 37 and 39 litres an 
hour, which points to profitable production costs.

“This Kobelco’s performance is impressive and as a 
versatile tool that can be used for ancillary tasks 

such as feeding material into the processing plant 
and maintaining infrastructure, we’ll certainly look 
to buy more such excavators,” Adriaan smiles. 

“Our onsite teams also report that they don’t know 
the machine is there meaning it simply purrs along 
with no demands for attention or repair, which 
means good production news all round.” 
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R&B Timber Group, ‘Africa’s most trusted supplier of treated wooden poles’, relies on Bell as its trusted 
supplier of material handling equipment and, after weathering the economic downturn, has started 
getting its extensive fleet back into a replacement cycle by introducing its first Bell F-series Loggers.

R&B Timber Group impressed 
with quieter F-series Loggers

A family-owned business, R&B Timber was 
established in 1952 by Bob Armour. Today this 
family business operates at a corporate level with 
his grandson, Simon Armour, as the chief executive 
officer and the fourth generation being groomed 
to carry on the proud family legacy. 

The company comprises of two timber treatment 
facilities, Harding Treated Timbers in Harding on 
the KwaZulu-Natal South Coast and Natal Forest 
Products in the inland area of Richmond, which 
have a combined production capacity of 120 000³ 
per year. In addition to the company’s own 
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2 050ha of timber plantations in the Harding area, 
agreements with timber corporates and private 
farmers secures timber to supply the factories and 
meet market demand. 

Products include fencing, vineyard and netting 
poles for the agriculture market. As well as building 
poles. They also specialise in utility and fibre poles 
used for power lines and fibre optic distribution. 
Chief Operations Officer, Cliff Gilson said: “The 
national power utility is traditionally one of our 
largest customers. We supply decent volumes 
through their electrical contractor network 
supplying transmission poles. In addition, there is a 
good element of export, currently around 30%, 
primarily into Africa as wooden poles are the most 
cost-effective way to electrify developing 
countries.”

Timber is supplied from Forestry Stewardship 
Council (FSC) certified plantations, production is 
according to ISO 9001:2015 standards, and 
finished products are certified by African 
Certification and Testing (ACT). In specific markets 

products carry the HardPole™ mark of quality 
– a 20-year guarantee that gives R&B Timber 

Group considerable strength in the market. 

A whole lot of Loggers
The company’s fleet of 32 Bell Loggers 

is divided among the plantation 
operation and the two processing 

plants. The Loggers in the plants work full eight 
hours shifts per day, with some units working an 
extended shift. Currently the machines average 
8 000³ to 9 000³ of timber per month with the 
capacity of doing 10 000³.

The machines have proven themselves 
indispensable at the plants where they offload 
trucks of raw material, pack raw material into 
waiting bays, feed the kilns and treatment plants, 
stockpile the finished product and load delivery 
vehicles, either breakbulk or containers.

“Over the years the group has probably owned 
around 100 Bell Loggers. Since we’ve started 
buying loggers from Bell, we haven’t introduced 
any other log handling machinery because we’ve 
always had a strong relationship with Bell and 
received good backup. The Bell Logger is a tried 
and tested machine, and I can confidently say 
that it’s an industry leader,” said Cliff.

The bulk of the fleet is A-series machines with 
between 8 000 and 12 000 hours, but some of the 
older machines have notched up close to 14 000 
hours. “We’ve found the A-series to be a strong 
machine. We’ve been very happy with our Bell 
225As but we’ll be phasing them out to be able to 
standardise on the F-series. The introduction of the 
225F has been fantastic. It has set Bell ahead of 
the pack again,” he added.
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From left: Bell Equipment Sales Representative, Keith Milne, with Cliff Gilson (Chief Operations Officer), 
Selva Govender (Director: Natal Forest Products and Operations Manager: Richmond), Simon Armour 
(Chief Executive Officer), and Lisa Honneysett (Group Buying Manager).

The group has adopted a new policy of replacing 
Loggers every five or six years or between 11 000 
and 12 000 hours rather than the previous policy of 
five years or 10 000 hours. “We believe at 12 000 
hours a machine is still holding good value and is in 
good condition. It’s a sellable machine but at that 
age, it’s time to move the unit to a less intensive 
operation, like loading ad hoc trucks on depots. 
We know these machines can run far longer but 
we’ve found in our arduous operation that at 12 
000 hours we start seeing metal fatigue, so it’s not 
just about having to replace engines and wheel 
motors.”

F-series benefits
To get into the new cycle, R&B Timber Group took 
delivery of three new Bell 225F Loggers in the first 
half of 2021 and plans to take additional machines 
before the end of the calendar year. “Hopefully 
then we’re in cycle and will replace five to six 
machines per year,” said Cliff.

Commenting on the F-series, he said: “The lower 
decibel rating is a massive benefit in our factory 
environment because we have a huge 
responsibility to the surrounding residents in terms 
of noise pollution. It allows us to run a night-time 
loading operation seamlessly. From a safety point 
of view, having all the greasing check points at 
eye-level means operators don’t need to climb 
onto the boom, and because they get checked 

more often. It also helps having oil and fuel at 
eye-level too. Fuel consumption seems to be 
better. The F-series is a more comfortable machine 
because there is less vibration through the pedals 
and the operator can still think at the end of the 
day due to the reduced noise level.”

R&B Timber’s F-series Loggers have been fitted 
standard with Matriarch grabs and 16-ply steel belt 
tyres, which provide better wear in the aggressive 
plant environment where nails and wire are 
common hazards. The company has standardised 
on doors for safety and an anti-theft fuel sieve 
mechanism.

R&B Timbers makes use of Bell Equipment’s 
maintenance team during a machine’s warranty 
period and thereafter their inhouse mechanics 
take over. “At both plants we have our own 
mechanics who have been on Bell training. We 
don’t take short cuts with our machines and use 
only genuine Bell parts. We run an intricate service 
management schedule and our machines get 
serviced on the hour. Our Loggers work hard in a 
dusty environment, especially in the winter months, 
but taking the conditions into consideration and 
our inhouse maintenance team being disciplined 
about servicing we have very few unexpected 
costs when maintaining these machines. We get a 
good life span, and they hold their value, which 
makes buying a new machine substantially easier.”
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B-BBEE and community upliftment
He adds that Bell Equipment Sales South Africa’s Level 1 
B-BBEE status had a “massive bearing” on the company’s 
choice of supplier. “Preferential procurement has a huge 
bearing on our scorecard. Eskom is a huge customer and 
there is no way that we can maintain our scorecard if we 
don’t purchase from Level 1 suppliers, especially those with 
whom we have a substantial spend.” 

R&B Timber is the single largest employer in the Harding and 
Richmond districts with about 600 staff. A further 300 to 400 
people are indirectly employed through numerous stump-
to-mill harvesting contracts. As a proudly South African 
company it supports local business wherever possible and 
has its own extensive social responsibility programme from 
assisting staff with school fees to skills development, 
enterprise development and numerous community 
outreach initiatives. 

“We try to give back wherever we can because we see the 
benefit, especially operating out of small towns and rural 
areas where there is a lack of skills and general exposure. 
As such, we appreciate everything that Bell does to 
support small communities by engaging with growers 
and supporting community and sporting events, like 
farmers days and golf days. We are genuinely proud 
to be partners with Bell.”

It is evident that R&B Timber Group is living up to 
its value system termed HEART, by striving 
towards honour, excellence, accountability, 
respect and trust. In this way they ensure their 
purpose is strongly acclaimed and that they 
can significantly impact the lives of all of 
stakeholders. 
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Tough economic conditions caused by lockdowns during the past year have hit the construction industry 
especially hard and has called for innovative thinking amongst its players to ensure survival.

DK Truck & Plant seizes 
recycling opportunity with 
Finlay Screens

‘Out of the box thinking’ by its owner has seen a 
Gauteng-based plant hire and material supply 
business thrive with world-class Finlay screening 
equipment from Bell Equipment.

Donovan Chetty had worked in the transport 
industry until 2009 when a life-long dream to be 
self-employed came to fruition and he started his 
own company, DK Truck & Plant (Pty) Ltd, in the 
eastern Johannesburg suburb of Edenvale. “We 
started out conservatively hiring tractor loader 

backhoes and other small plant to clients in the 
immediate vicinity of our Edenvale base,” says 
Donovan. “Steady growth brought about by new 
and return business throughout the last decade 
has seen us grow our yellow machine fleet to now 
number 30 and we’ve expanded into civil 
construction and bulk earthworks as well.”

The latter business has seen DK Civils and 
Earthworks (Pty) Ltd venture into, amongst other 
projects, building roads in Harrismith, low-cost 

housing in Vereeniging and mine houses in 
Lydenburg.

“During the last year, we’ve established a branch 
of our plant hire business in Waterfall to service our 
clients in the north of Johannesburg, Midrand, 
Kyalami and surrounding areas. This is where we 
noticed that often contractors doing bulk 
earthworks and excavations have nowhere to 
dump excavated material due to strict municipal 
bylaws or environmental legislation,” he explains. 

“This led me to thinking that there could be a gap 
in the market to have contractors pay to dump 
their excavated or waste material on our site, 
process it and resell it into the construction market 
as clean processed and sized material.”

Donovan and Josiah Manyara, his manager at the 
Waterfall branch, set about researching the 
market for suitable screening equipment and soon 
got to speak to Ebrahim Astree, Sales 
Representative at Bell Equipment whom Donovan 
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Bell Equipment Sales Representative, Ebrahim Astree, with DK Truck & Plant owner, Donovan Chetty.

had known for some time. “With his extensive 
knowledge of crushing and screening equipment, 
and realising what we wanted to do, Ebrahim 
quickly pointed us in the right direction when he 
recommended that we consider a Finlay 683 
Double-deck Inclined Screener,” Donovan says. 
“This machine would give us three grades of 
material and be ideally suited for the market in our 
area.”

DK Truck & Plant’s Finlay 683 Double-deck Inclined 
Screener was delivered in February 2020 before 
the first lockdown and has subsequently clocked 
1 200 hours. It gets used for screening mainly sand 
and is fed by a 25-ton excavator. “As the reduced 
lockdown periods have allowed the economy to 
open, we’ve seen this Finlay 683 Screener coming 
more into its own even though we’re still only 
producing 160 tonnes of material an hour, which is 
far less than the machine’s design capacity of 275 
tonnes an hour,” Josiah Manyara explains. 
“Considering though that obtaining the raw 
material costs us nothing, coupled with the Finlay 
683 Screener’s frugal fuel burn of between 13 and 
15 litres of diesel an hour, it really is a win-win 
situation for us.” 

Josiah adds that he is especially impressed with 
the length of time wear-parts such as mesh and 
piano-wire last.

The high machine availability of the Finlay 683 
Screener resulted in sustained operations and 
profitability, prompting Donovan to buy a second 
similar machine that was delivered in February 
2021. “When Josiah and I spoke about expanding 
this side of our business we had no hesitation in 
contacting Ebrahim at Bell Equipment again as we 
were comfortable that both he and his company 
understood and appreciated our business and the 
challenges we have,” Donovan says. “Bell 
Equipment’s favourable payment terms and 
legendary solid technical backup beyond the 
standard 12-month warranty made it an easy 
decision.”

“And we’re not done expanding this business yet,” 
the pair echo. “We’re now looking for a cone 
crusher to use as a secondary crusher and to also 
hire out, and Bell Equipment’s Finlay C-series 
crushers seem to be calling us – watch this space!” 

“When crushing and screening even low-grade iron ore with its specific gravity of around 3,3 you need 
the robust design and build of a Finlay Screen to get the job done properly.”

B&E thrilled with new Finlay 
Screen and Kobelco 85t 
Excavators 

This was said not by someone in the marketing 
department at Bell Equipment, the southern 
African distributors of Finlay equipment, but by 
Shaltoe Watkins, Senior Manager: Plant for B&E 
International, the multi-disciplinary crushing, 
contract mining, material processing and 
engineering group. And he should know as since 
1994 the company has owned approximately 50 
Finlay Screens and Crushers across the entire 
range.

B&E International was founded in 1982 and has 
since been incorporated into the listed Raubex 
Group of companies. The company operates 
several crushing and screening plants ranging in 
size from 50 tonnes to 500 tonnes per hour and 
which operate as single phase to five-stage 
crushing and screening plants.

“We pride ourselves on tailored solutions for 
crushing and screening, mineral processing and 
engineering services, quarry services and 
opencast mining,” Shaltoe says. “Our plant, 
equipment and our experienced personnel are 
deployed all over South Africa and in 
neighbouring countries.”

Recently B&E International won a tender to 
process low-grade iron ore for a major mine near 
Kathu in the Northern Cape. The tender called for 
the contractor to use a mobile double-deck 
screen that would be fed from a jaw crusher to 
produce predominantly coarse and very fine 
material with a lesser amount of material that 
could be used for stemming, which means filling 
the tops of drilled holes that have been charged 
and primed for blasting.

Sascha Caixeiro (Bell Equipment Sales Representative), Andrew Bowles (B&E International Contracts 
Manager) and Shaltoe Watkins (B&E International Plant Manager).
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“After consulting Bell Equipment’s knowledgeable 
Sales Representative, Sascha Caixeiro, we 
decided that the Finlay 893 Double-deck Screen 
would best suit our purposes, first on this contract 
and looking ahead,” says Andrew Bowles, B&E 
International’s Contracts Manager. “We felt the 
Finlay 893 Screen was very competitively priced 
and with our inhouse financing in place we could 
place the order in December 2020 and the 
machine was delivered promptly in January 2021, 
which allowed us to commence work almost 
immediately.” 

The top deck has punch-plates that produces 
material of -30mm to +15mm and the bottom 
deck contains a wire mesh with 15mm apertures. 
“On this contract and in keeping with the 
guidelines of our client, we work during daylight 
hours and the split in material sizes is 45% coarse, 
45% very fine and 10% of a size suitable for 
stemming,” Andrew explains. “We currently have 
the Finlay 893 Screen producing between 450 and 
500 tonnes of processed material an hour which is 
way below its design capacity, but we’re limited 
by a quality control factor as determined by our 
clients.”

“Despite the challenges the comminution presents 
us with, we’re confident of getting three months of 
productive life out of the punch plates in the top 

deck and knowing that Bell Equipment has such a 
wide national footprint with strategically situated 
branches carrying spares gives us peace of mind.”

Considering that the dense and abrasive iron ore 
will place strain on any mechanical handling 
equipment, both Andrew and Shaltoe have been 
impressed by the Finlay 893 Screen’s relatively 
frugal fuel consumption of 12 litres an hour.

“Further to what Andrew said about Bell 
Equipment’s technical backup, I should add that 
our faith in the products that Bell Equipment sells is 
evident as recently we took delivery of two new 
Kobelco SK850LC 85-ton Excavators,” Shaltoe 
adds. “We had sold off some older equipment 
during the slump that was caused by the 
pandemic and once business started picking up 
we needed these excavators in a hurry. Bell 
Equipment to its credit had stock at a very 
competitive price.”

It wasn’t merely a case of buying at first sight as 
Shaltoe expands on the purchase: “We had 
looked very carefully at the specifications of the 
Kobelco SK850LC Excavators and the machine’s 
reach, breakout force and cycle times were all in 
the exact ballpark of what our requirements were 
and then some,” he says. “The standard, general 
purpose bucket carrying an almighty 5,1 cubic-

metres also impressed us and our colleagues on 
the various sites where the machines have initially 
been deployed have expressed their extreme 
satisfaction with this.”

Shaltoe believes that when needed, this larger 
than normal bucket will really earn its keep when 
feeding mobile crushing and screening 
equipment, and coupled with quick cycle times, 
will add greatly to lowering production costs per 
tonnes. 

“We put the two Kobelco SK850LC Excavators to 
work almost immediately with one headed to the 
South Africa-Zimbabwe border post at Beit Bridge 
where it is being used in rebuilding essential 
infrastructure on both sides of the Limpopo River,” 
Shaltoe says. “The second Kobelco SK850LC was 
sent to Queenstown in the Eastern Cape where it 
immediately increased production rates in a 

quarry that provides building material for a host of 
housing and infrastructure projects in that area.”

“These are not the biggest excavators we’ve 
owned and operated but, while we concede that 
they are still brand new, we’re confident that what 
they bring to the party in terms of quicker cycle 
times, larger bucket size and all-round great 
performance will add a positive spark to our 
production rates.”

Initial fuel consumption figures hover around the 
51 litres an hour mark in a challenging application. 
B&E International bought the two Kobelco 
SK850LC Excavators with standard warranties of 
12 months or 2 000 hours and are in discussion with 
Bell Equipment to provide their own maintenance 
staff with some technical training to understand 
the machines better and so improve their 
longevity. 
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In the world of sailing, it’s common for a yacht to change tack to make use of the most favourable wind. 
This analogy also holds true for business, especially in mining-related industries where sudden changes in 
market conditions often force drastic changes in business tactics to remain sustainable and competitive.Kobelco Excavators and 

pre-owned B30Es are gold for 
Phakamisa 

This has been the firsthand experience of brothers 
Gawie and Frikkie Vermaak and their company 
Phakamisa Hard Rock Mining. The brothers, who 
hail from Ermelo, first founded a logistics company 
in 2007 and called it Phakamisa Logistics, the Zulu 
word for ‘pick up’. Apart from ‘picking up’ and 
transporting coal, the Vermaak brothers have 
certainly had to pick themselves up numerous 
times as sudden and drastic shifts in the market 
have forced them to think on their feet and 
change their business strategies to remain current.

“When changes beyond our control came about 
in the logistics market, where we were transporting 
mainly coal, we re-established ourselves in mineral 
processing and plant hire in the gold, chrome, iron 
ore and coal markets. But we weren’t spared 
drastic shifts in these markets either and once 
again we were forced into changes,” says Gawie 
Vermaak, the Phakamisa Senior Shareholder. “At 
that stage we owned a considerable amount of 
Finlay mobile crushing and screening equipment 
that we had bought from Bell Equipment. As this 
equipment is known for its quality and durability 
and had been well maintained, we managed to 
sell it quite easily on the open market.” 

“We had fortunately moved our head office to 
Fochville on Gauteng’s western border and being 
in gold mining country we could focus on work in 
that industry moving material from mining waste 
dumps for reprocessing,” Gawie explains. “Newer 
technology is producing good yields for gold 
mining companies reprocessing their waste 
dumps.”

In early 2019, Phakamisa Logistics became 
Phakamisa Hard Rock Mining with a firm focus on 
the gold mining industry. The company needed a 
new set of tools and once again turned to Bell 
Equipment for advice on what equipment to get. 
“We had bought a Bell B30E Articulated Dump 
Truck (ADT) back in 2018, and with it now fast 
approaching 8 000 hours of reliable service we 
thought the Bell B30E ADT range would stand us in 
good stead coupled with the correct loading 
tools,” Gawie adds. “In consultation with our 
knowledgeable Bell Equipment Sales 
Representative, Chris Botha, we decided on a 
fleet of 15 low hour pre-owned Bell B30E ADTs and 
one Bell B30E with a 27 000-litre water bowser, all 
imported from the UK.”

Andre Nel (left) Phakamisa Hard Rock Mining Site Supervisor on a gold mining site speaks to Chris Botha, 
Bell Equipment Sales Representative.
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“Our Kobelco SK260LC-8 and SK350LC-8 Excavators 
do the hard work loading and benching and 

returning fuel figures of around 20 and 27 litres an hour 
respectively fits our planned budgets.”

Gawie and Frikkie Vermaak

“Our Kobelco SK260LC-8 and SK350LC-8 
Excavators do the hard work loading and 
benching and returning fuel figures of around 20 
and 27 litres an hour respectively fits our planned 
budgets,” Gawie says. “Our choice of Bell 
Equipment as a supplier has never disappointed us 
as we believe Bell understands and appreciates 
our business model and the challenges we face.”

Phakamisa Hard Rock Mining has achieved a rare 
feat with one of its major gold mining clients in that 
it became the first mining contractor to achieve 
one full year without a lost-time injury or fatality. 
The Vermaak brothers believe this is due to a 
combination of using loyal and trained personnel 
operating reliable equipment. “We still believe 
delivering on our promises gives us the edge in a 
very competitive field and for this we have our 
loyal staff and reliable suppliers like Bell Equipment 
to thank,” they say. 

The fleet of Bell B30E ADTs were delivered in 
batches of four trucks each over a period of some 
months in late 2020. Warranties had been 
extended to 10 000 hours and a full maintenance 
plan with Bell Equipment ensured that downtime 
would be kept to a minimum.

Loading this fleet of ADTs would be four new 
Kobelco Excavators, which are also sold and 
maintained by Bell Equipment. Phakamisa Hard 
Rock Mining had bought several Kobelco 
SK380LC-8 machines in the recent past and the 
sustained performance of these machines 
convinced the Vermaak brothers to stay with the 
marque. Phakamisa’s choice fell on one Kobelco 
SK260LC-8 and three Kobelco SK350LC-8 
Excavators. 

“We’ve split the new fleet onto two sites where 
we’re tasked with load and haul of the waste 
material to the gold processing plants,” Gawie 
says. “At the one site we work around the clock 
and only a day shift is used on the other. Apart 
from haulage we also do benching where the 
Kobelco Excavators really come into their own.”

The Bell B30E ADTs have impressed their owners 
and clients alike with safety features such as 
hydraulic retarders and wet brakes, which come 
as standard. Haul distances don’t exceed 1,5km 
and with sustained production at the fore, full 
loads are safely hauled up and down steep ramps 
on some of the waste dumps. An average fuel 
consumption of 14 litres an hour balances the 
books.
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Opencast contract mining is generally conducted in a challenging business environment where 
contractors alike look to extract the maximum life and availability out of their yellow machine mining 
fleets.

IPP Mining & Materials 
Handling praises longevity of 
Bell ADTs

A well-proven return on investment brought about 
by the unrivalled quality of design and build found 
in Bell Equipment’s Articulated Dump Trucks (ADTs) 
has seen a Witbank-based contract mining and 
quarry-owning company stay with the marque 
that has served it so well over many years.

IPP Mining & Materials Handling had started its life 
in 2006 as IPP, an acronym for its founder’s name 
and business namely Igor Pinto Projects. In keeping 
with the evolving South African business climate, 
IPP Mining & Materials Handling came into being in 
2015 with a strong Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment (B-BBEE) component. The 
company’s top management currently comprises 

Wiseman Khumalo who is the Chief Executive 
Officer, Igor Pinto the Chief Operating Officer and 
Daniel Menezes, the General Manager.

“Our vision is to become one of the largest 
contributors to South Africa’s mining sector,” says 
Daniel Menezes. “This can clearly be seen in the 
wide range of services we offer beyond a normal 
contract mining repertoire of load and haul.”

These services include opencast mining and 
rehabilitation, upgrading and operating railway 
sidings, civil construction of infrastructure projects 
and pollution control dams, material handling and 
plant and equipment hire.

Bell Equipment Sales Representative, Carel Venter (left) with IPP Mining & Materials Handling General 
Manager, Daniel Menezes.

“We’re proud to say that we got to deploy all the 
above services on the first opencast coal mine in 
Botswana where we’re still actively operating, in 
addition to a wide range of sites in the 
Mpumalanga coalfields which are conveniently 
close to our head office,” Daniel adds. “But we’re 
ambitious and now own a quarry that produces 
aggregates, and we recently acquired coal 
reserves with which we plan to trade with in local 
niche markets but also export.”

Daniel is adamant that a company such as theirs is 
heavily dependent on its haulage equipment and 
this is clear from the large number of Bell ADTs that 
they own. “Since before I started here the 
company has always bought Bell ADTs for the 
simple reason that they are designed and built for 
our local challenging conditions and are famous 
for their longevity,” he says. “We own mostly Bell 
B25D, B35D and B40D ADTs and have now started 
acquiring the E-series trucks, which have impressed 
us.”

“Bell ADTs have a reputation for offering their 
owners a long working life and we’ve capitalised 
on that over the years, buying into Bell 
Equipment’s rebuild programme, utilising the Bell 
ReMan offering,” he adds. “We will start looking at 
rebuilding a Bell ADT once it has reached between 
12 000 and 14 000 hours of service and we focus 
largely on overhauling the engine, transmission, 
drop-box, differentials, hydraulics and cab controls 

before sandblasting the chassis and respraying the 
entire truck.”

He points out that some of their Bell ADTs have 
successfully undergone a second rebuild 
delivering production hours stretching to 36 000, 
further cementing the trucks’ reputation for 
durability.

“In 2020, we were awarded a new mining contract 
on a large coal mine in Mpumalanga and while 
confident of the performance of our existing fleet 
of Bell ADTs, we felt replacing some older models 
would be the correct way to go, which saw us 
consulting Carel Venter, the knowledgeable sales 
representative at Bell Equipment in Middelburg 
who has looked after us in terms of sales and 
sound advice for some time now,” Daniel says. 
“We decided on eight new Bell B40E ADTs that 
would be the perfect haulage vehicles for a 
74-ton excavator that would load them with 
topsoil, overburden and coal in the mining pit.”

Daniel points out that their clients requested that a 
mixture of ADTs and rigid haul trucks (RDTs) be 
deployed at this new operation but when the 
summer spanning 2020/2021 proved to be usually 
wet, with higher than expected rainfall making the 
underfoot conditions slippery and potentially 
treacherous, their new eight Bell B40E ADTs kept 
the production going due to their proven all-wheel 
drive traction, even in very wet conditions.
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“We chose Bell Equipment’s Fleetm@tic® Classic 
package as our monitoring system of choice and 
the accurate information we continually receive 
from this system shows that our new Bell B40E ADTs 
consume around 19 litres of diesel an hour with 
haul distances that vary between 500m and 1km,” 
he says. “The Bell B40E ADTs have been governed 
to not exceed 40km/h through the machine 
configuration on the central display unit and 
they’re currently working an average of 400 hours 
per month at mechanical availabilities in the high 
90%.”

Referring to the longevity of their Bell ADT fleet, 
Daniel talks confidently of the lessons the 
company has learnt over time, that preventative 
maintenance is key in ensuring a decent return on 
the capital invested. To ensure this takes 

manpower and IPP Mining & Materials Handling 
follows its maintenance policy of committing one 
mechanic to only seven machines where possible. 

“We really take good care of our yellow machines 
and operators adhere to strict daily checklists 
before starting a shift,” Daniel explains. “When a 
machine is not running, no one gets paid and that 
is not good business practice.”

“Ideally our aim would be to have a Bell ADT fleet 
that spans a 50:50 ratio of older and rebuilt 
machines to newer models and we’re working 
towards that,” he says. “But when it comes to 
buying ADTs, it really is a no-brainer – we buy Bell 
ADTs and we should know as our current fleet 
numbers 123 trucks.” 
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Bell pre-owned equipment can now be shopped online thanks to the launch earlier this year of a 
dedicated global website, pre-owned.bellequipment.com, which is also accessible from the company’s 
website and is proving to be a popular and valuable addition.

Bell launches global pre-
owned equipment website

Doug Morris, Bell Equipment’s Managing Director: 
Europe, Middle East and Africa, who has overseen 
the project, said: “Previously our efforts were 
localised, but we wanted to create an online 
solution to promote our pre-owned equipment 
globally. The website gives Bell operations, and 
dealers should they wish, access to a fully 

integrated platform to advertise their pre-owned 
Bell machines. This means that customers around 
the world can shop all the pre-owned equipment 
we have available from one user-friendly and 
convenient website.

“We are thrilled with the result because it gives the 
group flexibility that did not exist 
before. For example, Bell UK can 
now sell its stock in South Africa 
or through our entire dealer 
network, and visa versa. The 
platform gives us the ability to 
easily manage an integrated 
internal stock system, upload to 
our website as well as publish to 
an external service provider to 
advertise internationally.”

In keeping with the global 
theme of the website, customers 
can select their preferred 
currency and choose to have 
information displayed in either 
English, German, Russian, French 
or Spanish.

The website is easy to navigate 
and groups machinery 
according to industry, namely: 
mining and construction, 
forestry, agriculture, roads and 
rehabilitation, crushing and 
screening, and application 
equipment.

For each piece of kit there are 
several photographs and 
detailed information including 
the brand, year of manufacture, 
hours worked, the machine 
location and the selling price 
and contact details of the 
organisation selling the 
machine. This information can 
be used to refine a search. In 
addition, customers can 
generate an enquiry directly 
from the website.
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Johan Schlechter had been in the South African 
Police Services for 21 years when his hobby making 
wooden pallets turned into a serious sideline 
business and he had to make a difficult decision. 
“I was a proud policeman but when the lure of 
being self-employed became too strong I was 
faced with the difficult decision of leaving the 
force and starting out on my own, with my late 
wife Martha’s backing,” Johan says. “This was in 
Joubertina in the Eastern Cape and suddenly we 
were faced with the difficulty of finding sustainable 
timber sources for our business, which wasn’t 
easy.”

Johan and Martha overcame this in 1999 by 
buying a shell of an old sawmill at Witelsbos, a 
small settlement in the Tsitsikamma area, which is 
renowned for its timber plantations and natural 
forests. Operating as Mill Timber Traders, they could 

now buy timber from a well-known national timber 
growing group and set about acquiring 
equipment to saw and produce pine timber 
pallets for an ever-demanding market.

“At first we used forklifts to handle the raw timber 
but struggled as this was not the correct 
equipment for this task as timber is heavy and 
cumbersome and handling it incorrectly can be 
dangerous,” Johan explains. “It was only when we 
tracked down a used Bell 220A Logger in Somerset 
West in 2006, which we subsequently bought, that 
we realised we couldn’t do without it and were 
astounded at how we had survived without it.”

A second used Bell 225A Logger was soon bought 
as well and later sold privately when the 
Schlechters decided it was time for a new Bell 
225A Logger. Fiona Johnson, Bell Equipment’s Sales 

Bell Loggers are the 
backbone of the Mill Timber 
Traders operation
The owners of a sawmill in the most southern part of the Eastern Cape battled for many years to handle 
and move their timber efficiently – until they bought a Bell Logger. Then they were amazed at how they 
had survived without it.

The Schlechter family (from left): Johan, Chris and Yolanda (holding JayCee and Adelaide respectively) 
with Bell Equipment Sales Representative, Fiona Johnson.

Representative working out of George expands on 
this: “I recall fondly that Aunt Martha had quietly 
done all the research on our products and when 
she and Johan felt the time was right in 2015, she 
called me and ordered a new Bell 225A Logger 
and a few months later they bought two similar 
machines,” Fiona says. “Dealing with Aunt Martha, 
Johan and their son, Chris, has been a privilege 
and I and our technical teams have always been 
made to feel so welcome at Witelsbos.”

At the Mill Timber Traders’ sawmill, timber arrives by 
long-haul transport and is offloaded onto various 
stockpiles from 2,1 metres to 6,6 metres in length. 
The Bell Loggers are then used to feed the mill from 
these stockpiles in a 24-hour operation, and in 
doing so have steadily clocked up service hours to 
now nearing 11 000 hours on all three of the 
machines.

“These machines have been running smoothly 
since their arrival and, apart from consumables, 
we’ve only had to replace one starter motor,” 
Johan says. “Mechanics from Bell Equipment in 
George handle all our servicing and we give them 
enough notice of impending service intervals to 
minimise our downtime.”

Johan’s son, Chris, has not sat back and, while 
running the company’s transport fleet, has looked 
to add value by investing in a woodchipper 
machine specifically aimed at servicing both the 
fruit and timber growing markets in the area with 
wood chips and mulch. To facilitate efficient infield 
feeding of this machine Chris’ first choice fell on a 
new generation Bell 225F Logger.

“We timed the import of the woodchipper 
machine from the USA just right with a favourable 
exchange rate and with the saving on the 
currency we could afford to buy a new Bell 225F 
Logger,” Chris says. “This points directly to Bell 
Equipment’s competitive pricing on the machine.”

Chris uses a low-bed trailer to take both the Bell 
225F Logger and the woodchipper to farms where 
old fruit trees are removed and loaded into the 
chipper, which turns the wood into chips and 
mulch. This is then used by fruit growers to bed 
down new plantings, with the layered mulch and 
chips helping to retain moisture in the soil. Beef 
and dairy farmers find the mulch and chips handy 
to create dry surfaces for especially calves to 
stand and lie on.

“We’ve been impressed by how quiet the new Bell 
225F Logger runs compared to the older models 
and its frugal fuel burn of 5 litres per hour is great,” 
Chris adds. “The machine has smooth responsive 
controls which makes it nimble to manoeuvre, 
especially in tight spaces, and it easily matches 
the chipper’s design capacity of 50 cubic metres 
an hour, which equals 15 tons.”

Mill Timber Traders also runs an older JCB 7531 
Telehandler fitted with a 2,5 cubic metre bucket 
that is used to load wood chips but both Johan 
and Chris are adamant that the backbone of 
both the mill and woodchipper operations are 
their Bell Loggers.

“You cannot imagine what we would have done 
without these Bell Loggers,” they echo. 
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Mathew’s company, Excellect, that has such a 
positive ring to it and points to the high standards 
that he sets, was founded in East London in 2011. 
“I originally hail from Zimbabwe where I qualified 
as a professional civil engineer and have been in 
South Africa since 2007,” Mathew tells us. “Our 
core business lies in the construction of roads, 
water and sewer infrastructure and buildings to a 
lesser extent. Our clients are mostly local and 
provincial governments.”

Excellect works all over the Eastern Cape and 
undertakes work that is awarded in three-year 
tranches. Mathew employs 22 full-time staff and 
employs unskilled labour in areas where the 
company works.

“When we first started working, and awards were 
few and far between, our cashflow was restricted 

although we needed to use small earthmoving 
equipment to do our work,” he says. “This 
necessitated that we hire in such equipment, 
which you would appreciate is expensive and eats 
into one’s bottom-line profit.”

By 2018 Excellect was starting to build a reputation 
for bringing projects in on time and on budget and 
was receiving contracts of higher value. With a 
Construction Industries Development Board (CIDB) 
rating of 7CEPE, Mathew and his team were now 
entrusted with projects to the value of R60 million 
and their confidence and experience was rapidly 
rising.

In 2019 Mathew decided to rather buy a backhoe 
as opposed to hiring one and found one on the 
preowned market. As always, success breeds 
success and by 2021 Matthew knew that he 

JCB 3DX Plus is an excellent 
choice for Excellect
When Mathew Chisango decided to buy a backhoe loader to add to the one he already had, he 
decided on the JCB 3DX Plus Backhoe Loader after a knowledgeable acquaintance told him about the 
machine’s frugal fuel consumption.

needed yet another backhoe to ensure that a 
major water and sewer infrastructure project in 
Mdantsane, to the west of East London, was not 
delayed through not having the necessary 
earthmoving equipment.

“While researching the market, I happened to 
speak to a friend with firsthand knowledge of 
earthmoving equipment and he recommended I 
take a serious look at a JCB 3DX Plus Backhoe 
Loader, which is a machine with 4x4 capability and 
a large 1,1 cubic-metre bucket,” Mathew adds. 
“I saw then that Bell Equipment was the agent for 
JCB and met the company’s local Sales 
Representative, Anthony Enslin, who struck me as 
having years of experience with the brand.”

The order for the JCB 3DX Plus was placed in June 
2021 and the machine was delivered at the end of 
July. 

“Let it be said that we chose the JCB 3DX Plus for a 
number of reasons with the most important being 
the machine’s reputation, its very competitive 
pricing and the fact that with Bell Equipment’s 
wide service footprint one is assured of solid 
technical backup and good parts holding,” 
Mathew continues. “We particularly enjoy the JCB 
3DX Plus because of its versatility, tight turning 
circle and excellent fuel consumption of between 
6 and 8 litres an hour.”

According to Mathew, the machine is used 
extensively for trenching and backfilling, loading 
trucks, levelling and general housekeeping when 
seeing to it that sites are kept neat and free of 
rubble. A set of forks that flip down over the front 
bucket add much value when loading and 
offloading pallets and bulk-bags and ensures 
safety in the workplace.

While Mathew hires in a low-bed truck and trailer 
to move the machine to distant projects, the 
operator can drive the licensed machine to 
adjacent job sites without fear of transgressing any 
local traffic rules. The JCB 3DX Plus has been 
bought with a standard 12-month unlimited hours 
warranty and Bell Equipment will do all warranty 
servicing. Thereafter Excellect’s three mechanics 
will take over the care and maintenance of the 
machine.

“We’re an ambitious and energetic young 
company and while we realise there is lots of 
competition out there, we’re looking to expand 
our service offering to other parts of the province, 
going so far as to sub-contract to larger civil 
engineering companies as well,” Mathew says. 
“The next piece of earthmoving equipment we’ll 
need will be a 20-ton excavator and we’ll 
definitely be speaking to Bell Equipment about 
this.” 

Bell Equipment Sales Representative, Anthony Enslin (left) with Mathew Chisango, owner of Excellect.
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LFC Logistiek reaps the benefits 
of Bell Haulage Tractors 
A well-known Free State maize farming family is enjoying the versatility that using a fleet of Bell 1734AF 
Haulage Tractors offers while lowering their all-round production costs and increasing efficiencies.

The Van der Linde family farm mainly maize and 
wheat on their farm Klein Constantia northwest of 
Wesselsbron. The family has owned land and 
farmed in this area since 1888 and presently the 
fifth generation is doing exactly that with some 
significantly added value.

In 1993, Lourens van der Linde Senior, the fourth-
generation descendant, decided that with his 
three sons growing up he wanted a larger part of 
the maize value chain and established a maize 
mill in the nearby town of Wesselsbron. LFC Milling 
(Pty) Ltd supplies maize meal to large supermarket 
chains and wholesalers across South Africa. Such 

has the demand for its quality products grown that 
the mill is currently undergoing its third expansion 
phase.

The name LFC is derived from the names of 
Lourens van der Linde’s three sons. Lourens Junior 
manages the farm, Francois looks after the 
finances and Cobus manages the production of 
the mill. All three have university degrees in 
agriculture and finance respectively.

“The production from the farm is sold to the South 
African Futures Exchange (SAFEX) at the best 
possible prices while our mill buys its raw material 

“We liked the look of the design and rigid build with lots of 
steel used in the Bell 1734AF Haulage Tractor as well as it’s 

Allison automatic transmission.”
Lourens van der Linde
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The longest distance the Bell 1734AF Haulage 
Tractors cover is around 30km from the farm’s most 
western areas to the mill, and even at these 
distances consistent fuel burn of 7 litres per hour 
are recorded at speeds of up to 40km/h with full 
loads.

“Our research has shown that we probably would 
use less fuel hauling the maize using trucks but the 
advantage of using the Bell 1734AF Haulage 
Tractors is their versatility, which gives us use of 
them throughout the year hauling a multitude of 
implements and equipment, where trucks would 
only be used during the harvest,” Lourens says. 
“We even move sand and fill material with them 
using conventional back-tipping trailers as there is 
always maintenance and improvements to be 
done both on the farm and at the mill.”

LFC Logistiek’s six Bell 1734AF Haulage Tractors 
have their warranty and major servicing done by 
technical personnel from Bell Equipment’s branch 
in Wolmaransstad. The Van der Linde’s report 
prompt response times and adequate parts 
holdings without delays.

“Unless we dramatically add more production 
units to our farming operation, these six Bell 1734AF 
Haulage Tractors are the perfect fit for our needs,” 
Lourens says. “The secret in their usage though is 
their versatility and high mechanical availability 
which frees up our agricultural tractor fleet and, in 
doing so, lowers our production costs which, as 
you will appreciate, impacts our bottom line 
positively.” 

From left: Lourens van der Linde (Jnr), Lourens van der Linde (Snr), Francois van der Linde and Cobus van 
der Linde.

at the lowest possible prices,” explains Lourens 
Junior. “We established our logistics arm, LFC 
Logistiek, in 2014 with the express purpose of 
delivering our milled products across the country 
using six interlinked truck-trailer combinations.” 

“Towards 2017 we saw the need for a dedicated 
fleet of haulage machines to haul maize to the mill 
in the harvesting season and to haul seed, fertilizer 
and water to the lands in the planting season, 
amongst other uses,” Lourens adds. “While we do 
have a substantial fleet of agricultural tractors, we 
use them for what they were designed for – land 
preparation and ploughing, planting, harvesting 
and what goes in between.”

The Van der Lindes did extensive online research 
and then saw a Bell 1734AF Haulage Tractor at 
NAMPO. “We liked the look of the design and rigid 
build with lots of steel used in the Bell 1734AF 
Haulage Tractor as well as it’s Allison automatic 
transmission,” Lourens adds. “Our plan was that 
the tractors would haul tandem side-tipping trailers 
that we would have custom built, and for this we 
needed a haulage tractor fitted with air-brakes 
that aren’t generally found on agricultural 
tractors.”

The first two Bell 1734AF Haulage Tractors were 
delivered in 2018 with four more in 2019. All six Bell 
Haulage Tractors were bought by LFC Logistiek 
(Pty) Ltd, which rents them to the farming and mill 
operations respectively.

Minor modifications were done to facilitate 
hitching existing plant and equipment. Most 
important were adjustments to the hydraulic 
system to effectively operate the side-tipping 
trailers, drive water pumps and fertilizer cart 
augers. The Bell 1734AF Haulage Tractors’ 
gooseneck draw bars were swapped out for 
double-lip tow eyes to link equipment that gets 
hauled by agricultural equipment as well.

“In our winter maize harvesting season our tandem 
side-tipping trailers are loaded infield and with a 
32-tonne payload the Bell 1734AF’s all-wheel drive 
traction really comes into its own with superior 
traction on our sandy roads,” Lourens says. “But 
then, when the tractor reaches 15 km/h, the 
adjustable all-wheel drive system automatically 
changes to two-wheel drive, which is a fuel-saving 
feature and one we really enjoy.”
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In the Venda language, the name for ‘root’ is mudzi. While some may find it strange to base the name of 
a company on a root, an entrepreneur from South Africa’s most northern province, where Venda is mostly 
spoken, believes his well-rooted academic grounding, solid financial knowledge and business acumen 
forms the basis on which to build a growing business in logistics and contract mining.

Bell machines and support are 
rooted in MDZ’s success 

Aluwani Ramabulana is no ordinary entrepreneur 
who on a whim ventured into self-employment 
when he got tired of working for a nagging boss 
and a poor salary. This graduate chemical 
engineer, who first qualified at Oregon State 
University in the USA, spent time working in 
opencast mining for De Beers before receiving an 
MBA from Nyenrode University in the Netherlands. 
This was followed by a stint with an international 
pharmaceutical company in Switzerland before 
returning to the land of his birth to do strategy 
consulting with financial institutions. 

“I was fortunate enough to then become 
Managing Director of Mercedes Benz’s fleet 
services where knowledge gained, combined with 

the earlier experience with the banking sector, 
gave me a very firm footing in financial disciplines, 
which really is the root of any business venture,” he 
tells us. “I could also count on the experience 
gained in opencast mining to set me up for a 
future career running a fleet of trucks profitably.”

And so, in 2013, Aluwani started his company MDZ 
Fleet Solutions with MDZ being an acronym for 
‘mudzi’. “Our first venture was importing truck tyres 
from China and from there we grew the business 
to transport diesel to the mines while acting as 
second-tier wholesalers,” he explains. “This 
exposure to mining put us in touch with mining 
logistics and this was a field where I felt especially 
at home.”

“We see Bell Equipment as playing a definite part in our 
future as not only did the company support us when we 
were struggling to buy our first Bell ADTs, but it has since 
gone a lot further in having our own maintenance staff 

enjoying training and the transfer of general mechanical 
skills at the Bell Equipment branch in Kuruman.”

Aluwani Ramabulana

Aluwani Ramabulana, owner of MDZ Fleet Solutions (left), with Bell Sales Representative, Chris Botha.
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An introduction through a contract mining 
company saw MDZ Fleet Solutions being awarded 
a contract for on-mine logistics which involves 
material handling, in this case on a manganese 
mine in the Northern Cape. 

“When our contract started we had no 
equipment, we had to hire in plant to deliver what 
our clients rightfully expected until we received our 
own machines a month or so later,” Aluwani says. 
“We were in a bit of a bind because even though 
we had a firm contract, we were a young 
company and we battled to get financing.” 

“What saved the day for us was that Bell 
Equipment, through its supportive and 
knowledgeable Sales Representative, Chris Botha, 
backed us all the way and we eventually took 
delivery of four new Bell B40E Articulated Dump 
Trucks (ADTs) in October 2018 and by the middle of 

2019 we also bought a new Bell Wheel Loader. We 
owe a lot to Chris and his principals for the effort 
they put into making the deals happen.”

Aluwani is adamant that his choice of Bell B40E 
ADTs was an easy one as he was familiar with the 
brand that is known for its quality of design and 
durabilty. “That Bell Equipment is a homegrown 
South African brand sits well with us, and the 
company’s wide footprint in ensuring technical 
support and parts availability gives us confidence 
as we know that any piece of haulage or material 
handling equipment is only as good as its support.”

The fleet was bought with tailored 36 month/11 000 
hour extended warranty and Bell Care Package 
that sees mechanics from the Bell Kuruman’s 
branch doing all servicing and repairs for the entire 
warranty period.

MDZ Fleet Solutions is tasked with moving blended 
manganese ore from stockpiles to near a rail 
load-out station and sometimes further. As its 
clients provide diesel for the four Bell B40E ADTs, 
fuel usage is monitored over a broader period as 
opposed to hourly but according to Enos Munyai, 
MDZ Fleet Solutions’ COO and hands-on manager 
at the manganese mine site, the four Bell B40Es 
and Bell Wheel Loader run well within the fuel 
budget. 

By early 2021 two of MDZ Fleet Solutions’ Bell B40E 
ADTs had clocked close to 9 000 hours of sustained 
service and these were traded in on two similar 
new models. With a solid set of financial records in 
place coupled with an on-going contract, the 
company easily secured finance for two new Bell 
B40E ADTs with yet another one in the pipeline.

“You will appreciate that we’re an ambitious 
company and we’re looking at not only contract 
mining but mining our own resources as well,” 
Aluwani continues. “To this end we’ve acquired a 
12% share of an anthracite mine and plan to do 
the same in manganese and chrome deposits 
elsewhere in the Northern Cape and North West 
provinces while keeping our eyes and ears open 
for similar opportunities in coal as well.

“We see Bell Equipment as playing a definite part 
in our future as not only did the company support 
us when we were struggling to buy our first Bell 
ADTs, but it has since gone a lot further in having 
our own maintenance staff enjoying training and 
the transfer of general mechanical skills at the Bell 
Equipment branch in Kuruman,” Aluwani 
concludes. “Support on so many fronts deserves to 
be rewarded with brand loyalty.” 
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It wasn’t only a sailing ship that was famous for being named the Queen Mary. Would you believe that a 
bulk woodchip trailer was also called that as related by the inventor’s grandson, who is now continuing 
the family’s tradition of working in the timber industry as one of its tenacious third generation.Plant hire customer enjoys 

‘milestone’ longevity from Bell 
Loggers

While engaged in material-handling duties at the 
giant Ngodwana paper mill near Mbombela 
(Nelspruit) in the 1970s Pierre Duvenhage had 
invented a bulk woodchip trailer aptly named the 
Queen Mary. His successful business acumen was 
passed onto his son Theo, who ran a profitable 
transport business hauling mainly timber mine 
packs to the gold mines in Gauteng. Both of 
Theo’s sons, Bruce and Eugene, have carried on 
the family tradition of being self-employed and 
now each run their own plant hire concerns in the 
timber industry.

“I came into this business in 2012 and have the 
same qualification as my forebears, QBE which 
stands for ‘qualified by experience’,” a smiling 
Eugene says when we meet him in his company’s 
new offices in George. “My business is called 
Milestone Plant Hire and I started out doing 
material handling for the largest of the particle 
board manufacturing mills in South Africa, located 
in Ugie in the Eastern Cape.”

Since the Duvenhage family had first started 
working for these clients, their relationship has 
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grown, and the family now provides material 
handling services at all three of the particle board 
plants spread across the country.

“Our tasks fall into three main categories,” Eugene 
continues. “We firstly feed the plant with logs and 
for this we use our Bell Loggers and wheel loaders 
with grapples. The Bell Loggers are also used to 
offload timber trucks, stockpile logs and feed the 
log decks.” 

“Then we blend pine and gum chips that are fed 
into the plant using wheel loaders that we’ve 
modified and have self-designed buckets that tip 
to 90 degrees and can stack higher. Finally, we 
handle waste and feed energy plants with timber 
waste and biomass.”

Eugene is clearly in awe of the Bell Logger as 
timber handling equipment with specific reference 
to its longevity as he explains: “I grew up with Bell 
Loggers as my late grandfather, Pierre, had them 
and they always seemed to be around. We 
recently sold a 1989 model Bell 220A Logger to a 
canning company in Port Elizabeth where it is in 
daily use despite having done between 60 000 
and 80 000 hours.”

According to Eugene, their Bell Loggers are 
completely stripped down every five years and 
rebuilt and resprayed with major components 
being replaced where necessary. Another of their 
1989 model Bell 220A Loggers has clocked 135 000 
hours in this way and is still used daily.

“We have 20 Bell Loggers at the last count and 
these machines are all used around the clock, 
working on average 500 hours a month,” Eugene 
says. “Despite the heavy work that they do, we’ve 
never found cracks or signs of metal fatigue in their 
frames, which points to the quality of their design 
and build by Bell Equipment.”

Milestone Plant Hire recently took delivery of a new 
Bell 225F Logger which is being deployed at a 
particle board plant near Piet Retief in 
Mpumalanga. Eugene and his clients have been 
very impressed with this new generation Bell 
Logger and his clients are badgering him to 
acquire a second such machine for the same 
operation.

“This new Bell 225F Logger with its Yanmar engine 
runs so much quieter than the older models and 
with a fuel burn of only 5,8 litres an hour it certainly 

Bell Sales Representative, Fiona Johnson, with Eugene Duvenhage.

is ticking all the boxes and saves our clients around 
15 to 20% on fuel,” he says. “Our operators report 
that the machine’s controls are very smooth and 
operator fatigue is reduced.”

In addition to the Bell Loggers, Milestone Plant Hire 
uses three JCB 940-4 Rough Terrain Forklifts at 
various plants and they are used to move planks 
and boards around in storage areas. “With our 
already strong relationship with Bell Equipment 
and its proven Loggers, we were doubly happy to 
hear that the company is now the South African 
distributor of JCB products,” Eugene says. “The 
4-ton JCB 940-4 Rough Terrain Forklift is a simple but 
robust machine. Our first one dates back to 2015 
and has given us almost 15 000 hours of trouble-
free operation with excellent fuel consumption of 
only 3 litres an hour.”

Eugene points out that the JCB 940-4 Rough Terrain 
Forklift has minimal electronics and no 
complicated valve bank which makes for easier 
operation and maintenance. “We have firsthand 

knowledge of machine maintenance as we do so 
much of it ourselves, although we also work closely 
with the Bell Equipment branches in Jet Park, 
George and Piet Retief.” 

He adds: “We endeavour to remain on the 
forefront of technological innovation, an example 
of such is utilising materials like Strenx, which allows 
us the scalability of utilising its high strength, low 
weight properties to design and fabricate new-
age machine attachments that maximise 
machine utilisation and payload efficiency. You 
have to employ out-of-the-box thinking to stay 
ahead of the game.”

Milestone Plant Hire certainly seems to be staying 
ahead of a competitive market and recently took 
delivery of a Bell 1216AF Haulage Tractor that has 
been fitted with a hook-lift to handle waste skips 
for their clients. It is a young company driven by an 
innovative thinker who is not afraid to plan for 
many milestones ahead. 
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It may seem like an old-fashioned notion to some that a client who pays good money for any service 
should have the right to demand that such service be sustainably delivered when needed.

New Finlay Screen is a game 
changer for Singo Mining

This is the mantra that Robert Nesengani took on 
board when he decided that rather than hire in 
screening equipment to process his client’s coal, 
he would prefer to buy new equipment to ensure 
a sustained service through the best uptime such 
equipment would offer.

But Robert’s working life had not always been so 
affluent that he could simply buy things, as he tells 
us: “I had started my self-employment in a 
partnership during the early 1990s, making door 
and window frames for low-income housing in the 
Free State but non-payment for our products was 

a common occurrence and I soon saw the writing 
on the wall and abandoned the partnership.”

Robert then sought work in service industries 
related to mining and soon gained experience 
and knowledge of material handling and 
processing and this led to him starting his own 
business doing construction at first, but later 
venturing into plant hire.

“I founded my business in Alberton in 2011 and 
had slowly but surely built up a fleet of wheel 
loaders, articulated dump trucks, excavators, 

tipper trucks, water trucks, rollers and even 
graders, which were all sought after for plant hire,” 
he says. “As I also had experience of material 
handling and processing, we then started work in 
this field as sub-contractors before further gaining 
enough confidence to work as direct or primary 
contractors.”

When a major coal consuming client of Singo 
Mining & Plant Hire required a specific size coal of 
-20mm, the company hired in a Finlay 683+ Screen 
for three months but soon realised that to offer the 
client a guaranteed sustainable service processing 

the coal, which was profitable, the way forward 
was to buy a new machine.

“As it was during the period of lockdown due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to research the 
market online and we were happy to see that Bell 
Equipment was the distributor of Finlay screening 
and crushing equipment in southern Africa,” 
Robert explains. “We also knew that Bell 
Equipment was a proudly South African company 
that employed a lot of local people, and with 
such an extensive product range made our 
decision much easier.”
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“Acquiring the Finlay 683+ Screen has promoted us 
as a company in the eyes of our clients as we’re now 

seen as serious players in material handling and 
processing, so much so that we’re seriously considering 

buying a Finlay 684 Triple Deck Screen to offer our 
clients a wider variety of processed products.”

 Robert Nesengani
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Keo Malao (Singo Mining & Plant Hire Project Manager), Tumo Katane (Singo Mining & Plant Hire 
Operations Manager), Robert Nesengani (CEO), Geoff Condon (Bell Equipment Sales Representative) and 
Delani Mcunu (Finlay 683+ Screen Operator) who says: “This machine is very simple to operate and 
requires greasing only every third day.”

According to Robert, Bell Equipment responded 
quickly to their enquiry through its Sales 
Representative, Geoff Condon, working out of Jet 
Park. “We were struck by Geoff’s product 
knowledge and understanding of our needs and 
our business and we arranged our own finance to 
acquire a Finlay 683+ Double Deck Screen,” 
Robert says.

The Finlay 683+ Screen was delivered to Singo 
Mining & Plant Hire’s site near Secunda in 
Mpumalanga in early January 2021 and after 
some on-site training by Bell Equipment, the 
machine was put to work immediately. An initial 
production target for 80 000 tonnes of processed 
coal a month saw three shifts being worked 
continuously.

“Of that target of 80 000 tonnes per month, 45 000 
tonnes would be allocated to the size of -20mm 
which is also known as ‘small nuts’ in coal-
processing parlance,” Robert adds. “The second 
half of the summer of 2020/2021 was unusually wet 
though and our production dropped due to our 
clients not wanting wet coal to work with even 
though the Finlay 683+ Screen ran without 
problems.”

At the time of writing autumn and winter was 
approaching and Robert expressed confidence 

that when the weather gets drier their production 
would increase. The Finlay 683+ Screen’s 8 cubic-
metre feed hopper is loaded by a wheel loader 
with a 6,8m coal bucket. The required processed 
sized coal is hauled away from the Finlay Screen 
using side-tipping trucks and Singo Mining & Plant 
Hire’s wheel loaders are used to load these trucks 
as well.

“We’ve entered into a service agreement with Bell 
Equipment as we believe this is important to ensure 
the longevity of the equipment and to give us a 
decent return on our investment,” Robert says. 
“Our equipment operators work through a daily 
checklist and we’ve learnt from owning a fleet of 
40 wheel loaders that preventative maintenance 
goes a long way to ensuring equipment keeps 
working and providing our clients with a sustained 
service – maximising uptime.”

“Acquiring the Finlay 683+ Screen has promoted us 
as a company in the eyes of our clients as we’re 
now seen as serious players in material handling 
and processing, so much so that we’re seriously 
considering buying a Finlay 684 Triple Deck Screen 
to offer our clients a wider variety of processed 
products,” Robert says. “This will assist us greatly in 
our quest to add value wherever we work by 
creating jobs for local people, much as we’ve 
seen a company like Bell Equipment do.”

When you mention the acronym TLB you often hear JCB in the same sentence as people associate this as 
a machine of high quality for a versatile backhoe loader.

JCB is ‘the’ TLB for Joubert 
Construction 

These are the thoughts of Dawid Joubert of 
Gqeberha (Port Elizabeth), and he should know as 
he owns four such machines. Named after his late 
father and following in his footsteps, Dawid is a 
builder. “I had literally learnt about building at my 
father’s knee and worked with him during my 
school and university holidays,” he says. Dawid 
Junior then went on to obtain a BTech Building 
degree.

“My father had started Joubert Construction along 
with some partners in 1982. When he passed away 
in 2005, we carried on the business until 2009 when 
his partners retired, and I rebranded the now 
closed corporation as Joubert Construction East 
Cape cc.”

Joubert Construction had built its name 
undertaking construction in the wider Gqeberha 
area across the commercial, industrial and 
domestic markets. “We also diversified into building 
student accommodation, doing project 
management and fencing,” Dawid says. “It was 

during the latter activity, in about 2015, that we 
hired in a backhoe loader (TLB) and I got the idea 
that plant hire may be a viable and profitable 
option for us.

Joubert Construction bought its first JCB 3DX 
Backhoe Loader that same year and this machine 
has given its owner more than 9 000 hours of 
profitable production. A second similar machine 
followed in 2017 and a third in 2018. When the 
machines are not in use on one of Joubert 
Construction’s many varied building sites they are 
hired out.

“We have an arrangement with a company 
working in the Coega harbour, north of Gqeberha, 
where once a month one of our JCB 3DX 
machines is lowered into the hold of a ship to 
clean out the holds of a bulk ore carrier of clinker,” 
Dawid says. “The TLB is used to clean out the bulk 
of the residue material and then manual labourers 
with brooms clean up the rest.”

Bell Sales Representative, Tom Schwartz (left), with Dawid Joubert, owner of Joubert Construction East 
Cape cc.
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Other uses of the machines include loading trucks 
with the front bucket, trenching and backfilling, 
doing housekeeping, levelling small platforms and 
clearing bush. The backhoe has a standard 
bucket 600mm wide and a specialised reinforced 
trenching bucket that is 350mm wide for harder 
soils.

According to Dawid, Joubert Construction’s JCB 
Backhoe Loaders are popular with clients as they 

have a reputation for being well-maintained 
meaning the machines offer high mechanical 
availabilities when on hire. “My plant manager, 
Rudi Delport, really looks after the machines well, 
as do our operators, and preventative 
maintenance is key to keep having serviceable 
machines for our own use and that in plant hire,” 
Dawid adds. “To quote an example, our oldest 
machine had done 9 000 hours before we needed 
to replace a clutch on it, which speaks volumes for 
the both the quality of the equipment and the 
way it is operated and maintained.”

Dawid goes further to say that when used 
properly, their JCB TLBs return fuel consumption 
figures of between 6 and 7 litres an hour. When on 
hire for short contracts they supply the fuel, but on 
longer contracts the party hiring the machine will 
supply this.

“In 2021, when we were researching the market to 
buy a fourth TLB, we were happy to see that Tom 
Schwartz’s name popped up as the Sales 
Representative for Bell Equipment in Port Elizabeth 
and that Bell Equipment was now the official 
agent,” Dawid smiles. “We’ve known Tom a while 
from deep-sea fishing days and we placed an 
order with him for the machine, which was 
delivered during one of the spells when the 
country was locked down due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.”

According to Dawid, any piece of mechanical 
equipment is only as good as its maintenance and 
a strict regimen of daily maintenance is key to 
longer machine life. He and his plant manager, 

Rudi, know the tell-tale signs of diligent lubrication 
and look out for areas where dust is evident, which 
points to a grease point being full. They are further 
assisted by a semi-retired mechanic who had 
worked on JCB equipment in the past and now 
takes care of their out-of-warranty services.

Joubert Construction East Coast cc is showing 
steady growth, no doubt due to its reputation of 
bringing in projects on time and on budget, and its 
plant hire service is not lagging. This success 
prompts Dawid to plan ahead as he explains: “My 
plan for the next five to 10 years is to expand my 
JCB TLB fleet to six machines and to possibly add 
two 20-ton excavators and four skid steer loaders, 
all of which I know could be supplied by Bell 
Equipment with its wide product offering and 
excellent aftersales technical backup. Six 10-cubic 
metre tipper trucks would complete the fleet.”

“In my mind, if you say TLB, the name JCB pops up 
involuntarily due to the quality of the design and 
build of the machine and the four JCB TLBs we 
own and operate prove that.” 
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There was great weather and a good turnout for the Bell Equipment Coastal Region Golf Day held at the 
Serengeti Golf and Wildlife Estate in Gauteng on 7 October 2021. Thank you to those customers, partners 
and suppliers who took to the fairways and greens to reclaim some pre-COVID normality, network and 
enjoy Bell Equipment’s hospitality.

Bell drives customer 
networking at golf day 

Willie van Niekerk (All Pro 
Construction), Carel Brink 
(All Pro Construction), 
Hoffman Munro (Palomino 
Plant) and Kobus van 
Niekerk (Bell Equipment).

Deon Rajoo (Basil Read), Leon Goosen (Bell Equipment), Brandon Bowen (Andru Mining) and Anthony 
Wardlaw (Andru Mining).

Corrie Niemann (Vanalls 
Plant Hire), John Marshall 
(Vanalls Plant Hire), 
Aubrey Potgieter (Bell 
Equipment) and Carel 
Venter (Bell Equipment).

Nic Chapman (Bamboo Rock), Roy Sparks (Bell Equipment), Guy Crichton (Trollope Mining), John 
Fleetwood (Bell Equipment).

Charles Inggs (Bell 
Equipment), Joe Naicker 
(Andru Mining), Shonel 
Reddy (Andru Mining) and 
Duncan Mashika (Bell 
Equipment).

Hardie Swanepoel 
(PROearth), Mark 
Eveleigh (B&E 
International), Chris 
Weideman (B&E 
International) and Tyron 
Ravenscroft (Bell 
Equipment).
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Wikus Kleynhans (Bell 
Equipment), Waldo 
Janeke (Express Plant 
Hire), Strauss Landman 
(Bethlehem Sand en Klip) 
and Quintin Olivier 
(Express Plant Hire).

Yoshio Shinohara 
(Kobelco), Jacques 
Naude (Trollope Mining), 
Jan-Adam Watkins 
(Trollope Mining) and 
Nick Kyriacos (Bell 
Equipment).

Mark Scates (WBHO), 
Conradt Meyer (WBHO), 
Douglas Morris (Bell 
Equipment) and Peter 
Raw (WBHO).

Mark Truter 
(Johannesburg City 
Parks), Rudolph Nel (CP 
Plant Hire) and Sascha 
Caixeiro (Bell 
Equipment).

Geoff Condon (Bell 
Equipment), Francois 
Miller (Trollope Mining), 
Keegan Yiollaris (Trollope 
Mining) and Eugene 
Yiollaris (Trollope Mining).

Fabio Dinino, Chris Higino 
and Ludwig Roll all 
represented ZF Group.

Johnny Smit (Bell 
Equipment), Peter Clark 
(Isambane Mining), 
Gerhard van Wyk 
(Isambane Mining) and 
Tiger van Wyk (Isambane 
Mining).

Steven Probert (Rent 
Works), Bevan Veall (Bell 
Equipment), Kuben Rayan 
(Rent Works) and Adrian 
Burlo (Rent Works).
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After four years of development and testing of the new Bell Series V Haulage Tractor, the company’s 
Product Marketing Manager: Forestry and Sugar, Ettienne Terblanche, says “this latest version of an old 
stalwart is our best ever”.

Repowered Bell Series V 
Tractor geared to meet 
customer expectations 

As with all new Bell products, the experienced Bell 
designers homed in on the key focus areas of 
functionality, reliability and efficiency. Using only 
the best components and the latest design 
software packages, designers on the fifth 
generation of Bell Haulage Tractors have acted on 
customer feedback to build on the company’s 
solid haulage heritage by updating the proven 
‘designed to haul’ drivetrain to deliver best 
performance and productivity benefits, and 
ultimately lowest cost per tonne.  

The new series comprises of four models, the 
1406A, 1406AF, 1736A and 1736AF, all designated 
according to engine power and whether the 
machine is a 2WD (A) or 4WD (AF) configuration. 
Together they provide solutions for various 
operating requirements. 

“Across the range we’ve reintroduced the well 
proven John Deere 6,8l engine, to deliver more 
grunt than our outgoing series. Farmers love the 
John Deere engine and we’re confident that this 
latest turbocharged, common rail diesel 
powerplant and a superior cooling package will 
meet and exceed customer expectations. 
Feedback we’ve received on our prototype units 
that have operated in South Africa and several 
neighbouring countries all indicate that the fuel 
economy of our Series V Tractor is the most 
economical in its class.”

The engine is available in two power ranges, 
namely 140HP (104kW) and 173HP (129kW) and 
achieves the Tier 3 emissions certification without 
the need for a complex exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR) system.

Coupled to the best-in-class Allison transmission, 
the Series V Haulage Tractor delivers power to the 
wheels. “The engine and transmission just work so 
well together,” says Ettienne. “The transmission is 
electronically controlled and features the latest 
hardware and software to deliver exceptional 

comfort and fuel efficiency. The minimal torque 
interruption in the transmission allows the tractor to 
pull away smoothly and without loss of inertia 
through the gears even when towing a full ‘cane 
train’. In addition, we have introduced Bell Traction 
Control as a standard feature on the 4x4 
configuration. These tractors normally run in 4x2 
but when the system identifies wheelspin in poor 
underfoot conditions it automatically switches to 
4x4. The operator can also manually request 
changing to 4x4 on the dashboard.”

The rear axle drum brakes are another noteworthy 
feature. “We’ve upgraded our braking system to 
increase stopping power by about 15% over our 
previous series, and any of our competitors,” 
explains Ettienne.

Operator comfort has been taken to a whole new 
level with a redesigned cab that features 
increased space for the trainer seat, a 
comfortable flat floor and a standard HVAC 
system. The internal panels are custom 
moulded with ABS thermoplastic to 
enhance the luxurious feel of the cab for 
the life of the machine. For improved 
reliability, standalone switches have 
been incorporated into a single, sealed 
switch module (SSM), which includes 
transmission control on the 1736A and 
AF models. Ettienne says: “Behind every 
traditional switch is a connector, which 
is a source of potential issues. By 
comparison, the SSM has only a single 
connector for all 12 switches, to both 
reduce the possibility of faults and simplify 
fault finding in the unlikely event of switch issues 
in the field.” 

Importantly the Series V leans heavily on Bell 
Equipment’s tried and tested haulage tractor 
heritage, with its unique characteristics that make 
it a better tool for haulage than a typical 
agricultural ploughing tractor. “The fabricated 

steel chassis, heavy duty rear axle and hitch 
positioning ahead of the axle centre line, for 
improved steering and traction when trailers are 
fully loaded have all been retained along with key 
safety features, such as the ROPS/FOPS certified 
cab and pneumatic trailer braking,” continues 
Ettienne.

While the company prides itself on manufacturing 
strong, reliable machines, the Series V gets five 
stars for aesthetics from customers who have run 
prototype versions in their operations. The shapely 
composite bonnet opens upwards to 70 degrees 

to provide excellent access for servicing, 
maintenance and daily checks. 
 
“The Bell Haulage Tractor has been around for 45 
years and has been trusted by thousands of 
owners to carry out the toughest haulage work. 
With our Series V we have been inspired by what 
our customers want, and we are proud to carry on 
this proud pedigree while offering our customers 
improvements over our previous generations,” he 
concludes.
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Bell Promo Shop

Town & Country NSTC
Sizes: 6-13

R1150

BS6 Lace-up Boot
Brown

Sizes: 6-13

R1170

FS3 Pull-up Boot STC
Sizes: 6-13

R1030

Leather Wallet

R530

Leatherman Wave

R2550

Belts
Black/Brown

Leather Stitch/
Burnished

R255

Hats
Leather

Breezy/ Tan/ Oxblood/ Oxblood Fold Up

R355R355

S5 Turbo Vellie
Tan

Sizes: 5-10

R670

Cycling Jammer

R450R450

Compact Braai Stand

R1415

Hunting KnifeHunting Knife

R2050R2050

Multi-headwear

R55

Biltong CutterBiltong Cutter

R1200R1200

Go to our website promoshop.bellequipment.com to start shopping! 
• Select the colour and/or size of the items you wish to purchase and ‘add to cart’ • When you have finished 
shopping proceed to ‘checkout’ • Fill in all your details and ‘place order’ • The Bell Promo Shop will confirm 

availability via email • Use your enquiry number as a reference for your transaction via EFT 
• Any changes to your order can be communicated via email

Online system replaces telephone and email orders.

Convenient online ordering!ADT B60E Scale Model

R950

Cycling JacketCycling Jacket

R550

VelliesVellies
Tan Tan 

Sizes: 5-11Sizes: 5-11

R650R650

Ladies Bags
Gold/Leopard/Zebra

Tote/Med/Large

R360 - R420R360 - R420
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Power BankPower Bank
10 000mAh10 000mAh

Sold without charging cableSold without charging cable

R340R340

ADT B45E Scale ModelADT B45E Scale Model

R750

Mens Canvas JacketMens Canvas Jacket
Olive

Size: S - 5XL

R720

Mens Solo Hoodie
Black

Size: S - 5XL

R400R400

Mens K-Way Softshell Mens K-Way Softshell 
JacketJacket

Black
Size: S - 2XL

R960

Duffel Bag
Black

R260R260

Ladies K-Way Softshell Ladies K-Way Softshell 
JacketJacket

Black

R960

Mens ShirtMens Shirt
Grey / Black & BlueGrey / Black & Blue

Size: S - 4XL

R360

Mens  K-Way JacketMens  K-Way Jacket
JCB/BELLJCB/BELL

Black & Yellow

Size: S - 5XL

R960

Thermal Mugs
Hot & Cold 

330ml

R130R130
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Our gift to you this festive season is a 
bumper edition packed full of some of our favourite 

customer features from 2021.

We thank you for your support during this year and
trust that you have enjoyed reading about our 

customers and our products.

We look forward to bringing you more 
inspirational stories in 2022 and wish you a safe 
and peaceful festive season and best wishes 

for the New Year.

The Bell Bulletin Team

Bell Bulletin readers
to all our


